WHITEPAPER

SUMMARY

EXBEGA stands for EXchange, BEtting and GAmbling.
The EXBEGA token is stored within three already functioning platforms.
These three platforms run on our own terminals and in the future on our
own online platform.
The following functions are offered on the ATMs:

Sports
betting
Casino
games

Purchase and sale
of crypto currencies

EXBEGA BANK

Purchase of vouchers
and phone value cards

It is not our intention to convince you that we are developing something
new and unprecedented. Unlike most other ICO and ITO campaigns, we
already have a working system embedded using the EXBEGA token.

EXBEGA ATM
EXBEGA DEBITCARD

We are creating an ecosystem of its own for the gambling industry!

EXBEGA ONLINE PLATFORM
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OUR ECOSYSTEM
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EXBEGA's idea is to raise capital in order to accelerate the company's development process and to set up more vending machines more quickly, thus enabling
the penetration of the entire market. Finally, the collected capital is used to finance
the online casino, the vending machines and the E-Money license for the own
banking solution, which completes the ecosystem.
The following functions are offered on the online platform and in the app:
Purchase and
Sports
Casino
sale of crypto currencies
betting
games

Online poker
with crypto
currencies

Lottery with
EXBEGA Token

Own games, which can only
be played with EXBEGA Token

Since we cover many areas, such as sports betting, gambling and crypto exchange,
we expect high turnovers. 30% of the net profit of the online platform and the
machines will be distributed among all shareholder token owners. Once all shareholder tokens have been issued, each shareholder token holder will receive a pro rata
share of the company in Malta. In this company, 30% of the net profit is distributed.
In order to receive shares in this company, each shareholder token owner must fully
verify his or her identity and is then a shareholder under Maltese law in this new company yet to be founded. This company is purely responsible for managing the profits.
It's just that simple!
We offer all investors the opportunity to participate in several profitable business
sectors.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
How do crypto currencies, sports betting, gambling and
slot machines get along? Much better than you might
think at the first impression. No matter from which side
you look at it, the commonalities are obvious in almost
all areas.
In particular, the blockchain technology has brought
online providers onto the scene. The security requirements in the betting and gambling industry are very
high. This wonderful technology comes in handy. Due to
the structure and processes within the blockchain, most
notably cyberattacks and manipulations can be excluded. Thus, the blockchain is the solution for the problems
of betting and gambling providers. It is about trust. First
and foremost, for users who should be able to rely on
transparent and tamper-proof offers.
The statistics are unambiguous. Both, crypto currencies
and games of chance and the like are developing at an
above-average pace on the economic market. If one
trusts the growth rates and forecasts of various experts,
then these sectors are undoubtedly among the most
promising future climbers of the economy.
Growth rates between 3% and 5% per year are otherwise
only possible in exceptional cases and in very small
niche markets with specialization. However, in the
current turnaround due to the blockchain technology,
this is now quite common for this branch of economy.

It has also been observed in recent years that these still
young economic sectors can react very quickly to
changing circumstances. Whether those are state
control mechanisms, changes in legislation or sometimes even bans. The consequences have always been
the same. A new segment was created in order to be
able to continue supplying its customers. This applies
primarily to the gambling market. The situation is somewhat different for crypto currencies. There is little or no
regulation on the part of an institution, probably also
due to the emergence (start Bitcoin 2009) and the structures (decentralized and worldwide).
The result is impressive, especially considering the age
of this market. Within 8 years, a market capitalization of
around 730 billion US dollars was achieved, reaching its
highest level in December 2017.
Availability is a further and thoroughly unifying element
of these markets. Around the clock and around the
world. National efforts to regulate the market do not
seem to be fruitful either, as the community reacts
accordingly via the Internet. One example is the behavior of Americans, who have issued national bans at
state level in those areas. However, the numbers of
users speak a different language.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Thus, apart from the Asian region, most users are from
the USA. Looking at the development in online gaming,
this becomes evident very quickly. The growth rates are
enormous. At the end of 2017, over 10% of the total
volume (regardless of the sector) came from online
platforms. An incredibly booming market.
A very descriptive comparative value comes from the
financial sector. It is called net expenditure per player
per year. The calculation is based on the total population worldwide and the revenues of the various providers in 2010.
Contrary to many expectations, the Australians lead the
ranking with 1,288 US dollars (per year). They are
closely followed by Asian countries. Europeans are
lagging behind and are in the midfield with just under
500 US dollars. However, the figures change if you look
at the online sector. Here, the Europeans are characterized by double-digit growth rates.
Generally speaking, all games and bets offered online
will have the highest growth rates.
The so-called gross income in the regulated area
amounted to around 330 billion euros in 2016. In the
non-regulated area, six times this amount is assumed.
That is an additional 1,980 billion euros.

A symbiosis of the economic sectors is
meaningful and necessary. By the
technology of the blockchain the providers create the necessary trust. It can also
be seen as a kind of regulatory, which is
very positive in this context. The gambling
industry, however, occasionally complains
about black sheep from its ranks and also
came through the betting manipulations
again and again negatively into the headlines. By using the revolutionary blockchain technology, this will be a thing of the
past.
There's still one final statement to make.
These areas can therefore benefit
enormously from each other. Especially
when transparency, security and processing speed are the essential aspects. In
addition, it makes sense to have a coin or
token that fulfils all these requirements.
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WHAT DISTINGUISHES
US FROM THE OTHER SUPPLIERS

What really sets us apart from the vast majority of other platforms is that we offer a complete ecosystem for
players. Players can play on our terminals, online on the PC or with the app. In addition, the customer has their
online bank account with us and can easily withdraw their winnings to the account. This allows them to pay
bills, withdraw money from ATMs using a credit card, or pay online, just like with a normal checking account.

1 EXBEGA lottery

Exclusively discounted tickets qualifying
for the participation in the EXBEGA lottery,
which distributes up to 1% of the company's operating profit, are distributed
regularly and exclusively to the token
owners.

2 Partner share

If you recommend our platform to a
partner, you will earn a lifetime's worth of
all the profits of the customer you refer.
Through this recommendation program
the platform will grow very fast.

3 Community voting

The concept of community voting allows
us to involve our investors in the decisionmaking process.

4 Payment methods

Tokens and coins cannot only be used for
trading, investing or playing, but can also be
exchanged directly in our shop for ongoing
promotional offers, products and merchandise.

5 Game currency

The EXBEGA token will be usable for almost all
game offers on the EXBEGA website, with the
aim of also being used outside of stock
exchanges. Some games are even exclusive to
token holders only.

6 EXBEGA Jackpot

Token owners get the opportunity to
participate in an exclusive and self-developed EXBEGA jackpot, which will be
offered by authorized dealers.
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OUR OWN GAMES

APPLICATION

SIMPLICITY

SECURITY

We take it one step at a time. We've come a long way since we started
development work in the gaming division. Of course, there are many
reasons why developing your own games is an absolute necessity.
You don't pay shares to third-party providers, you can develop freely and
adapt your content or direction directly to specific market needs, without
wasting time discussing it.

Very often, betting and casino platforms or even crypto exchanges have
a complicated design, which can be a burden for the users.
On our innovative platform, the user will only see and use those features
that really contribute to having fun when betting, gambling or buying
coins.

We strive to cover all common Fiat payment methods in the industry.
Our plan is to attract more customers by allowing them to use crypto currencies.
In this way, we will not only expand our customer reach, but also make a significant contribution to the development of crypto currencies as a tool of payments,
betting and gambling. Blockchain technology is used to guarantee maximum
security for every user and makes gambling even more exciting.

Customer security, both in terms of money and private information, is our number
one priority.
To prove this, we are proud to share the success of our partner CBNK with you:
Since the launch of the platform we developed, we have not experienced any
failures.

» They are subject to regular security checks.
» Our users have not lost a single euro to hacker attacks.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PLATFORMS
We believe that life should be a fun and exciting experience, and our entire team loves sports betting, gambling
and especially crypto currencies. For this reason, our team is making significant efforts to create a truly unique
ATM and online gambling experience.
In short, we produce modern IT solutions that enable people to bet online at sports events on their favorite team,
gamble and buy or sell crypto currencies
.
Our goal is to make betting, gambling and buying crypto currency as easy as possible for every user.
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ATM

Component diversity
Our partners / end customers have the possibility to select / adapt the hardware equipment of the device from a wide variety
according to requirements.

Branding
We offer our customers the possibility to
customize our terminals according to their
wishes. You can easily and effectively place
your logo and brand on the equipment.

Hardware
» 21,5” touch display with 4mm safety glass
» PC hardware (Intel i7 processor, 8 GB RAM, SSD)
» Second 21,5” display as info screen
» Optional hardware for highly secure money handling
» Fiat money withdrawal / induction
» Interfaces for controlling sound, light & optical
elements
» Coin validator
» Maximum usability
» Barcode scanner
» Dimensions:
60 cm x 56,5 cm x 178 cm (L x H x D)
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Sports betting application - TERMINAL
Thanks to our rich experience, state-of-the-art
interface and sharp graphics, we offer players
from Europe and around the world future-oriented sports betting. We provide more than
30,000 live events for online betting every
month. With this wide range of bets, our players
have an excellent opportunity to enjoy the most
interesting events and bets in the world of
sports.

Cloud-based network
Our cloud infrastructure was developed by an
experienced team of experts and supports an
unlimited number of real-time events for sports
betting and trading options.
On our site you can expect a unique betting
experience with a comprehensive range of
virtual sports games featuring CGI technology
and the next-generation physics engine which
enables you to experience lightning-fast high
definition action. As a result, you'll find more
than 17 sports including motorsports, badminton, racing bikes, archery and table tennis available around the clock.

We have developed a fast HTML5 interface that
is optimized for all devices, allowing our players
to place a wide range of sports bets on their
favorite games while having fun. We also offer
comprehensive statistics on the most popular
sports that can increase your chances of
winning.

The best expert team in the sports betting
industry has developed us a cryptographically
secure random number generator that recognizes an infinite number of RSA hash keys to
guarantee completely random results during
games of chance. Secure mathematical
models of our system meet the strict requirements and ensure mutual trust between the
operator and the player.
Randomness has been thoroughly tested in
countless tests with several megabytes of data
in order to obtain a sufficient statistical statement and significance.
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CASINO APPLICATION – TERMINAL
Since the 19th century, slot machines have
enjoyed great popularity and have become an
integral part of arcades and casinos. Players all
over the world appreciate the excitement,
appeal and unmistakable sound of these
machines. So, it's no wonder, that slot
machines began their triumphal march early
on, and continue to do so today.
While in the past there were only a handful of
different slot machines, today players can
choose from hundreds of different slots, which
differ in the way they play and/or in the theme.
With the development of the Internet, it was
only a matter of time before slot machines
would take the step from stationary casinos
into the online landscape.

The aim of this game is to create a diagonal
and / or horizontal combination of three identical symbols. The amount of the win in a
successful combination depends on the type of
combined symbols, which adds extra excitement. Due to the high number of different slot
machines, we recommend the newcomer to
start with a comparatively simple system with
few possible combinations in order to get familiar with the system and yet achieve the highest
level of gaming fun.
We immerse ourselves in the electronic form of
casino gaming and combine this with
state-of-the-art technology in the areas of security and gaming pleasure.

One reason for the great popularity of these
vending machines is certainly, that the game
principle is very easy to understand but still
captivating and exciting. Most slot machines
work with a roller system, the slots, and require
a monetary stake to play. The reel system can
be equipped with numbers and symbols. The
player uses his bet to set the reels in motion
and hopes that when the machine is at a standstill, the rollers will stop in a combination that
will multiply their stake profitably. A game in
Germany that can already be described as a
classic of slot machines is "Double Triple
Chance" by Merkur.
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OUR MACHINES ARE UNIVERSALLY APPLICABLE

PURCHASE AND SELL
CRYPTO CURRENCIES - 2 WAY ATM
BUY / SELL BITCOIN & ALTCOINS AT ONE ATM
We are one of the leading providers and operators of multi-crypto currency machines in Austria
and Europe. You will find one of our ATMs in
each of the nine federal states of Austria. At all
machines you can choose from five different
crypto currencies (Bitcoin, Monero, Litecoin,
Ether and Dash).
The purchase process at the vending machine is
usually completed in a few minutes.

How does a Bitcoin ATM work?
All you need is an e-wallet and a receiving address (you
don't have a wallet yet? Get one on Android, Apple or
Windows). For purchases over EUR 500, you will also need
an official photo ID (personal ID, passport or driving
license) in order to carry out the verification required by law
(see next paragraph).

How does the purchasing process work at the
vending machine?

Do I have to register or verify myself?
Amounts up to and including EUR 500 per transaction can
be purchased at any time without registration or identification. For amounts over EUR 500 a one-time verification by
means of an official photo ID (identity card, passport or
driving license) is carried out. Verification usually takes a
maximum of 30 minutes. Once you have verified your
identity, you can buy amounts over EUR 500 at any time.

1. Download the wallet to your smartphone
2. Press the button "Buy Bitcoin" or
"Buy Altcoin"
3. Scan your receiving address (QR code)
4. Insert the chosen euro amount
5. Double-check your receiving address
(QR code)
and press "Send crypto currency"
This is one of the cheapest, safest and fastest

Your data will be stored on our servers in accordance with
the highest security standards and will NOT be passed on
to third parties.

We always comply with the valid AML and KYC guidelines
of the respective country and their legislation.
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OUR MACHINES ARE UNIVERSALLY APPLICABLE

SALE OF PREPAID
PHONE CARDS - KIOSK
Today, around half of all mobile phone owners use a prepaid card,
and the trend is rising. As a merchant with a payment terminal, you
can now tap into this growth market with little effort. With the
EXBEGA PAYCARDX, prepaid mobile phone credit can be topped
up quickly via the terminal with attractive commissions. In this
way, you can retain customers and generate additional revenue
with minimal effort.
EXBEGA PAYCARDX:
simply good for your business - also as an alternative for scratch cards!
The additional service EXBEGA PAYCARDX means for you: no
capital commitment, less administrative effort as well as the risk of
theft or shrinkage. And it is the better alternative to a scratch card
for your customers. Because, the customers are also happy when
your shop becomes a money charging station. This eliminates the
hassle of handling scratch cards, and the top-up amount can be
paid in cash or conveniently by card or Bitcoin.
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ONLINE GAMING
PLATFORM AND APP

The EXBEGA online platform will offer the following possibilities:

Sports
betting

Casino
games

Lottery

Poker

Bitcoin
casino
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GAMES OF CHANCE
Own games for EXBEGA Token holders.

SPORTS BETTING

Own sports betting software. Customers
can top up their credit with Bitcoin. The
BTC amount is immediately converted
into EUR.

02
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EXBEGA BANKING
A CHECKING ACCOUNT WITH IBAN
In order to make it easier for our players to cash out their winnings,
we will apply for and obtain our own banking license in Malta or
another EU country.
Malta is a very crypto- and gambling-friendly country.

BUILT-IN BUDGET MANAGEMENT
We show you exactly where your money goes every month, and you
can even set up your monthly budget for things like restaurants and
groceries.
INSTANTENOUS EXPENDITURE
We will send you a notification when you have made a payment with
your card before the receipt has been printed.

EXPENDITURES IN FOREIGN COUNTIRES – TRAVEL WITH EASE
We do not believe in national and stately financial borders. Therefore,
it is only fair that we let you pay with the interbank rate in over 150
currencies abroad without any problems.

WITHDRAW MONEY ABROAD
Although withdrawals at ATMs cost money, we give you €200 per
month at international ATMs free of charge. There is a small fee for
anything over €200.
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WORLDWIDE MONEY TRANSFER
The different economic areas of the world are becoming increasingly
intertwined and connected. So, it is only right and fair that our
customers worldwide can transfer money in 24 currencies at the
interbank exchange rate.
SEND AND REQUEST MONEY IN SECONDS
Send and request money from your friends at the touch of a button
and add notes, images and GIFs to make things a little more interesting (and amusing).
SET UP RECURRING PAYMENTS
Whether you pay rent or split the bill, you set a recurring payment in a
couple of seconds and we make sure your money arrives on time at
the desired account.
FREEZE AND DELETE YOUR CARD
If you lose or misplace your card, freeze it in the app at the touch of a
button and we will send you a new one. If you find your old card again,
simply remove it from the app.
CONTROL HOW THE BANK CARD WORKS
Take control of your account and disable everything in the app, if you
wanted to, including contactless, swipe, online and ATM withdrawals.
LOCATION-BASED SECURITY
Activate location-based security. If your card is used in a location other
than your own location, we will automatically block all payments and
notify you.
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EXPOSURE RECEIVED IN SECONDS
Performing crypto transactions can be time consuming and
complex. This is the reason, why we have integrated this into the
basic structure of this project, so that you can trade crypto currencies
immediately at the touch of a button.
CHOOSE FROM 5 CRYPTO CURRENCIES
Exchange any of our currencies directly into Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash and many more without even starting to sweat.
GET REAL-TIME PRICES
Have a look at our real-time crypto currency charts, which show you
our current prices. You can also set up a price alert to receive a
message if your cryptocurrency reaches a certain value.
YOUR BRIDGE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL FINANCING

BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY
Traditional banking infrastructure perfected with blockchain cryptography. Based on a
state-of-the-art platform especially developed for fast and secure payment solutions with
the highest security standards.
» Two-factor authentication for an additional level of security
» Designed in accordance with ISO 20022 and PCI D55 standards
» Wallets and private keys are stored with AES-256 encryption
» The traffic of our website runs completely over an encoded SSL

Scalable solutions for small businesses to global corporations. The
business account combines the speed and cost efficiency of global
acceptance of traditional means of payment.

COMPANY
Immediate international
payment options in
various currencies

SMALL AND
MEDIUM-SIZED
ENTERPRISES
Integrated blockchain
environment for M2M
payments

WHY DO PLAYERS NEED THEIR OWN BANK ACCOUNT?

DEALERS

CORPORATION

No blockchain fees,
gateway fees or
chargebacks for
customers

Improve payment
efficiency worldwide
through advanced
blockchain payment
processing and account
management

Banks can freeze players' bank accounts after paying out winnings or
making deposits to a platform. This is currently happening more and
more often in German-speaking countries. The bank will add gambling addiction to the players and terminate the bank account. Since
we must protect gambling addicted customers according to international guidelines, it is also necessary in such a case to block a gambling addicted person. The ban, however, applies purely to gambling.
It is not necessary to block the bank account in such a case, as we
are not or do not wish to be the master and administrator of customer funds. At the EXBEGA Bank, players no longer have to worry about
this. In addition, any player can apply for a debit card to withdraw
money from an ATM.
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EXBEGA DEBITCARD
CONTACTLESS PAYMENT CARD
Pay with your preferred crypto currency in shops, restaurants and
public transport as you are used to with conventional money in a
digital way. Crypto currency can be immediately exchanged and used
for payment:
Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and many more.
Use wherever Visa/Mastercard is accepted:
Shops, restaurants, ATMs, petrol station and online.

MONEY PURSE - WALLET
Choose from six secure multi-signature cold-storage wallets for
crypto currency and traditional currency. Buy, store and manage your
crypto currency inventory (BTC, LTC, etc.) and your fiat currency
balance (USD, EUR) by topping up your wallet using a credit card,
debit card or bank transfer. Plus, with over 50 supported Altcoins, you
can instantly convert between crypto currencies and fiat currencies
at current rates. Link your payment card to exchange and issue your
crypto currency at the store and online.
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TOKENSALE EXBEGA

In order to grow faster and outperform the competition, we need funds to develop the online casino, vending machines
and banking software, as well as to obtain the necessary license. We will also continue to expand and market.
With a token sale as an alternative means of financing, we want to gain money in order to achieve our goals more quickly.
These funds will be used exclusively to implement our plans (see "Roadmap"). To reward our token investors, we share 30%
of the profits with the holders of the EXBEGA shareholder token.

There do exist 2 tokens:

XBE-S (EXBEGA Shareholder Token)

XBE (EXBEGA Utility Token)

For every 5,000 EXBEGA Utility Token you get a Shareholder Token on top.
There is a total of 5000 XBE-S. More will not be issued. This token serves
exclusively for the distribution of profits. The profits will be distributed to the
shareholders of the company in Malta after invoice audit and GUV invoice
with annual financial statement.

The XBE token can be used on the platforms. 1 XBE costs €0.10. This token
will be listed on at least one known international stock exchange.

Available XBE-S:

5000

EXBEGA Token FINAL PHASE:
For this, exclusive and limited packages are offered;
1. €500 package: 5250 XBE & 1 XBE-S
2. €1000 package: 10500 XBE & 2 XBE-S
3. €2000 package: 21000 XBE & 5 XBE-S
Tokensale Phase 4 from 1st of July to end of 2019
5% Token Bonus
All unsold tokens will be sold on various platforms after
the token sale. These can then be used on the gaming
platform.

EXBEGA token
Price

€0.10

1. 0 - €500,000
Online Casino Development
2. €500,001 - €1,500,000
Production of the machines
3. €1,500,001 - €8,500,000
Banking Software + Licenses + Crypto
Exchange Platform
4. €8,500,001 – €10,000,000
Marketing (Bank, Online Casino) +
Development and Curved ATM +
Production

Available EXBEGA token during TOKENSALE:

240,000,000 XBE

Purchase of EXBEGA Token:
EXBEGA tokens can be purchased by the public from
01.10.2018. The purchase of XBE tokens is possible on
revocation via the website www.office.cbnk.finance.
Investors can buy any volume (the upper limit of the
XBE token remains of course) of XBE tokens within the
token sale period. The volume of XBE tokens issued in
the token sale depends on demand but is limited to the
top. The minimum payment for XBE tokens is 1 token.
You can buy XBE tokens with ETH or BTC.
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ITO - EXBEGA TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
The number of issued XBE-S tokens is 5000. The
number of issued XBE tokens is limited to a maximum
of 240,000,000 XBE.

HOW THE MONEY IS USED

» TOKENSALE: 42%
» COMPANY: 25,00%
» FOUNDER: 9%
» MARKETING: 16%
» BONUS: 8%
A total of

» 75% in software development
and ongoing operating costs
» 10% hardware production
» 10% reserves
» 5% development of the ATM
2.0 Curved

240,000,000 XBE
tokens are generated.

This includes 19,200,000 tokens as BONUS for
the token sale and the private sale.
100,800,000 tokens go into the token sale.
38,400,000 tokens are used for Advisor, Bounty and
PR companies. 21,600,000 tokens are distributed to
the founders. The remaining 60,000,000 tokens will
be distributed to the company.
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WINNINGS FOR TOKEN OWNERS
Distribution of profits
EXBEGA's financial management will distribute 30% of
the profits (of the online platform and ATMs) to XBE-S
holders.

» 30% of profits to XBE-S holder
» 70% of profits receives the company
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TEAM EXBEGA

TEAM & WHAT DISTINGUISHES US FROM THE REST
Blockchain is one of the most forward-looking and promising
technologies of our time and will continue to play this role in the
future.
It is precisely for this reason that we have chosen it as the basis
and foundation of our business model. To crown the use of an
outstanding technology with success, however, you need a team
of experts who stand behind the business and build it!
Our team is very different from other ICO teams. In addition to all
the top blockchain and software experts, we also have banking
and asset management managers at our side who have demonstrated their ability to build profitable banking and asset management businesses.

The use of the latest technologies and effective sales channels
(e.g. online/network marketing/franchise/mobile banker...) has
always been part of these success stories. The importance of
the blockchain in banking was also recognized early on.
As one of the consequences of the financial crisis, it was no
longer opportune in the banking sector to be customer-oriented,
and new technologies (such as blockchain) were hampered by
very cautious compliance managers. Technical innovations were
not pursued or approved, and budgets were too small to really
assess and realize potential opportunities. This led to a kind of
resistance to crypto currencies and customers using them.

Since KYC guidelines do not exist in the crypto world, the crypto
community and its supporters were stigmatized and denounced
as money launderers, criminals, or at least something similar.
Often long-term customers were even asked to close their bank
accounts or not to open any new accounts at all, as their
businesses were associated with crypto activities.

The EXBEGA team has developed efficient solutions to combine
blockchain technologies with traditional banking services. Soon
everyone will realize how easy banking can be! With the vast
experience of our core team and consultants, we and our
partners are well equipped to take blockchain technology into
the next age - and make it profitable and innovative.
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ROADMAP
Development of
games, casino
software, atm
and bank

2016 2017

Coin Listing on TRX
Exchange + XBE Games on
Trosino platform

Q4
2019

Q2
2018

2018

Preparation
Tokensale

Start
Tokensale

Q3
2018

Q4
2018
Start
Development
Trosino
Platform

Development of new games
and cooperations with
marketing companies

Launch Trosino
Platform

Q2
2019

Q3
2019

Start applying for European e-money
license
Launch Exbega Gambling Platform
Launch Exbega Exchange or Cooperation
with another exchange

Q1
2020

Idea Tokensale

Q1
2019

Launch Exbega Bank +
Mobile App +
Mastercard

Exbega App – Bank,
Exchange, Gambling

Development new
slot games and
other blockchain
based games

Q2
2020

Q3
2020

Q4
2020
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RÉSUMÉ

The entire EXBEGA team is very grateful that you have read our whitepaper. We
thank you for the time you spent with our project and we would like to thank you
for your participation in our token sale.
Our platform is constantly being developed, regardless of the amount of capital
collected for the ITO. The collection of capital will of course accelerate this
process, making the transition to the new ecosystem easier and more efficient.
By participating in our ITO, you are investing in three of the most profitable,
promising and flourishing industries: online gambling, sports betting and crypto
currencies.

This is a unique opportunity, so we would like to invite you to participate in our EXBEGA project.
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